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What is I4C?
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Focal research area: modelling human decisions (choices) to understand and predict behaviour

• Applied microeconomics & consumer psychology

• Ultimate aims: improved social & economic policy

Economic systems

• Product & services markets

• Environment

• Transportation

• Health

Social systems

• Urban residential mobility & impacts on racial composition

• Housing choice
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What’s our current perspective on mode 
choice for (commute) trips?
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Current transport planner’s perspective: Modal choice is the result 
of the daily competition between modes, wherein modal costs, 

benefits, advantages and disadvantages play out to affect people’s 
behavior.
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But life is more complicated than that!

There are 
no 

showers 
at work!

I work late at night & 
don’t feel safe using 

the metro.

My job location is too 
far away to walk ...

My spouse 
needs our only 

car to get to 
work ...

I’m always in a hurry, I 
need schedule flexibility

5
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SOCIAL 
ACCEPTANC

E

PERSONAL SAFETY

PERSONAL WELLNESS

PARTNERS BOTH 
WORKING TO 
SAVE FOR A 

LARGER HOME

SPATIAL AND 
TEMPORAL FLEXIBILITY

But life is more complicated than that!
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Our perspective on mode choice needs to be expanded …

Barriers/constraints to choice

Joint decision making: resource sharing within households

Social influences

Goal-driven decision making
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So let me tell you a story about 
myself …
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4½ years ago I moved to Sydney …

• … to take a job at University Technology Sydney as designated successor for 
a specific research center.

• Who was I then?
• 57 years old
• (Re)Married 3 years before
• No children in the home
• Career: in & out of consulting & academia, moved a lot, at the University of Alberta 

immediately preceding

• Questions for urban and transport planners:
1. Where would I live in Sydney?
2. Would I rent or buy? Would I live in a detached home or a unit?
3. Would I own a car?
4. Would I use transit?

9
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Here are the answers …
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1. Heart of the North Shore
2. Rent a unit
3. No car
4. Transit only
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Why did I make these choices?

• I don’t like apartments.

• I’m paying very high rent.

• I’ve owned cars everywhere I’ve lived for the last 40 years.

• Since my school boy years, I’ve not used transit regularly.

Why did I go against my habits of decades?

11
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Let me retell you this story but 
dig deeper down …
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4½ years ago I moved to Sydney …

• … to inherit the kingdom [GOAL 1].

• BUT WOULD I ACTUALLY INHERIT?
• Many uncertainties surrounded the situation!

• I needed to be prepared to leave Australia if things didn’t work out.
• Minimize costs of “returning to base” [Goal 2.1]

• negotiate contract appropriately

• rent, not own; locate near public transit

• Make leaving Australia quick and easy [Goal 3.1]
• not buy an automobile for the first time in 40 years

• rent, not own; locate near public transit

13
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Understanding my actions (choices) is much 
easier …

•… if you know my motivations (GOALS) and concerns 
(GOALS & CONSTRAINTS).

•By no means is my mode choice behavior a function of 
daily intermodal competition!

14
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Proposition: Current focus on 
purportedly daily behavior is 
counter-productive to our 
understanding of what underlies 
commuter mode choice.
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I4C does Sydney commute mode choice

• N=889 commuters across Sydney

• Observation period: all of March 2015
• NOT a standard household survey, which observes trip behavior on previous 

day
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What we would see with the current 
perspective on mode choice …
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But we actually have a longer window on 
behavior!
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What are the implications of 
observing this “panel” of 
individual commuter behavior?
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Sydney Work Commute: Observed Transition 
Patterns (over March 2015)

Train Archetype

All other 
modes (7)

2.9%

6.1%
2.1%

88.9%

Bus Archetype

All other 
modes (6)

81.0%

3.2%

8.8%

2.7%

2.9%

Car Driver Archetype

All other 
modes (6)

95.2% 1.2%

1.5%

0.7% 1.4%
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Why did people switch modes?
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Why did people switch modes?
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Verbatims
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Possible explanation for these data …

• People are “building” their (commuter) lives around a mode!??
• Main mode

• Backup mode(s)

• But our current conceptualization is about a daily competitive setting. 
How far off could we be?
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New Understanding About Mobility Needs: 
The Work Commute Strategy
• Today’s thinking …

• Work commutes are determined on the basis of repeated, short-term 
decisions: daily conditions, availability of modes, within household 
interactions
• Trip focus, at best day focus (activity analysis)

• I4C’s research direction
• Commuter archetypes: workers define a Commuting Strategy based on 

higher-order goals

• These Commute Strategies are developed along with higher-order decisions 
like where to live, where to work, etc.
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Examples of Goal-Based Commuting 
Strategies

Core (Best) Mode Backup & Flexibility Modes
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To conclude …

• The way we conceptualize a process shapes how we think.

• Work Commute Strategies are a significantly different way of thinking 
about mode choice.

• Implies different ways to:
• Collect data: over significantly longer periods

• Model behavior

• Plan & implement system changes

26
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The Institute for Choice …

• … is very interested in pursuing goal-based choice modeling research.
• Work commute mode choice: Swait, Bliemer, Axhausen

• Motivations for Commuting Plans (choice sets)

• Neighborhood selection: Bruch and Swait
• Pursuit of in-group presence in neighborhood screening and evaluation

• Recreational site selection: Thiene, Swait, Scarpa
• Motivations for site visitation

• We’d love to hear from you!

27
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Thank you!


